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Introduction Methods

Results

The ERP pattern evoked by the action sequence 
is reminiscent of ERP’s elicited by syntactic 
processes found in language [6] and music 
[7] studies. Although no interaction between 
music and action sequences was found, the 
syntactic composition of the chord sequences 
became relevant to processing during an 
explicit correctness- of-grasp judgment, inter-
acting with the action-sequence perception. 
Furthermore, this explicit-perception interac-

tion was not present in an auditory deviance, 
pointing indeed to a syntactic resource which 
monitored the action and music sequences. 
This study was an important first step in inves-
tigating the music-action perceptive link and 
finding ERP components related to action 
syntax.  Future studies need to specify action-
syntax related components and their modula-
tion by attention and task.
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Like language, music and action may both 
be described by formal models of generative 
grammar, espousing their respective syntactic 
structures [1, 2]. This theoretical connection is 
supported by neuropsychological evidence: 
Broca’s area activation is common to language, 
music, and action [3, 4, 5], and ERP patterns 
are similar in language and music [6, 7] even 
overlapping when elicited by respective syn-
tactic violations in language and music (ERAN) 
[8]. Considering the need for ERP research in 
action-perception, and an as-of-yet unexplored 
connection between music and action syntax, 
this study used EEG and behavioral methods to 
seek a cross-domain syntactic resource. Music 
was coupled with pictorial human action se-

quences, and importantly, the study also paired 
the action sequence with an auditory control in 
a frequency oddball paradigm (known ERP ef-
fects: MMN, P3, RON). If music and action share 
syntactic resources, we hypothesized that 

1) Perception of syntactic violations in both do-
mains should evoke similar ERP’s (early nega-
tivity) 

2) These ERP’s should interact when violations 
are presented simultaneously in both music 
and action domains, and not when actions 
are paired with non-syntactic auditory devi-
ances.

Participants
Non-musicians were within-subject for both 
EEG (N = 30, 15 female, mean age 25 yrs) and 
behavioral (N = 29) studies.

Task EEG
Subjects were uninformed of condition, paid 
attention to changes in object or sound timbre. 

Task Behavioral
In the Visual task (N =14) participants judged 
whether final grasp was able to pick up object 
(correct) or not (incorrect). In the Auditory task 
(N = 15, not reported here) participants judged 
whether final chord was regular or irregular or 
whether tone was standard or deviant.

Figure 1  Materials and Design   Full 2 x 2 design with 
factors Chord (regular/irregular) and Grasp (correct/ 
incorrect). In control experiments, chord sequences 
were replaced by tone sequences in an oddball para-
digm presenting pitch standards or deviants at se-
quence end position.

Figure 2 (A) Music effects: Irregular chords elicited an early right anterior negativity (ERAN, 150-250 ms) and 
an N5 (450-750 ms). (B) Action effects: Incorrect grasps elicited an early anterior negativity (150-250 ms) and 
a late centroparietal positivity (300-600 ms).

Figure 3 No interaction of effects was found.

Figure 7 No interaction of tones and action, demonstrating that the syntactic structure of sound is needed to 
interact with the action sequences in an explicit task paradigm. 

Figure 4 (A)Tone effects: Deviant tones elicited the expected MMN (100-200 ms), RON (450-700 ms), and P3 
(200-450 ms). (B) Action effects: Incorrect grasps replicated the early anterior negativity (100-200 ms) and late 
centroparietal positivity (350-550 ms). 

Figure 5 No interaction was found. 

Figure 6 Music-action interaction (p < .05) Participants had greater task accuracy when music- and grasp-
sequences matched in regularity/correctness. This was not found in the ERP study, suggesting that an explicit 
task is necessary to reveal an interaction between music- and action-syntax resources. 
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